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Jonathon Goodman (CPA, CHAE) is currently the Club Controller at Frenchman’s Creek Beach and Country Club in Palm Beach 

Gardens, Florida.  He has successfully implemented several innovative programs related to automating many accounting and 

membership functions. Originally an auditor for RSMUS (formerly McGladrey), where he spent 12 years specializing in the 

hospitality industry. Jonathon holds a Master’s Degree in engineering from Arizona State University.

Accomplishments include:

Automating the accounts payable department using paperless invoicing and workflow systems.

Reducing checks and other paper forms of payment with automated payment (Global V Card and virtual checks).

Automation in the member’s experience at the club, including the use of automated surveys and increasing the use of an app 

to enhance the member experience.

Using up-to-date financial reporting through Data Mining and Power BI to ensure the information is constantly available to 

stakeholders. 

Migrating the budget process away from excel.

In his spare time, Jonathon referees’ college and high school football games, a pastime that he has enjoyed for the last 12 

years. 



BUDGETING

• One of the most, if not, the most important process we all perform.

• Departments rely on the information for guidance

• Board and committees use it to gauge the operations 

• We constantly have to supply reasons why we are either over or under budget monthly

• Time

• Forecasting



DEFINITION

• What is a budget

• “An estimate, often itemized, of expected income and expenses for a given period of 

time.”

• What is forecasting

• “A planning tool that helps management in its attempt to cope with uncertainty of the 

future, relying on data from the past and present, along with the analysis of trends.”



QUESTION 1: HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND 
ON THE BUDGET? 

• 1 Month

• 2 Months

• 3 Months

• More than 3 Months



TIME

• Probably the task which takes the longest time to complete

• Multiple versions

• Multiple scenarios

• Staff involvement

• Department

• Management



HOW DID I GET HERE

• New job

• Complicated budgeting methods

• Using excel for budget purposes

• More information at our fingertips, which translates to more information to 

analyze
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POLL QUESTION 2: HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE 
INVOLVED IN THE BUDGET?

• 2

• 6

• 10

• More than 10



BUDGETING TRENDS

• Most clubs still use excel.

• Industry: Only 33% used excel solely for budgeting purposed in 2016.*

• More than 80% of companies that are considered best-in-class companies used an 

specialized budgeting tool.*

*Source BI-survey



POLL QUESTION 3: ARE YOU CURRENTLY 
USING_________ FOR THE BUDGET? 

• Excel

• Budgeting software

• Combination

• Other



EXCEL – WHY TO WE STILL USE IT?

• Highly available

• Higher user adoption

• Been doing it that way since as long as I can remember

• Took me years to get it the way I wanted it



EXCEL – WHY DO WE STILL USE IT?

• Errors

• Mistakes

• No or little collaboration

• Cannot handle volume of data

• Issues with privacy and security

#NULL!

#DIV/0!

#N/A!

#REF!

#VALUE!



BUDGETING SOFTWARE 

Excel
Budget 

Maestro

Adaptive 

Insights

Prospero

Xlerant

Prophix



SPECIALTY BASED BUDGETING SOFTWARE

• What do we need to look for

• Ease of use.

• Integration with our systems:

• POS

• General Ledger

• Payroll

• Etc.



SPECIALTY BASED BUDGETING SOFTWARE 

• Does it do what I need

• Budget by month

• Budget by day

• Personnel

• Position

• Department



SOFTWARE

• Benefits

• Delivery of up-to-date data

• Roll-up hundreds of spreadsheets in minutes

• Across all users

• Analysis – up to the minute

• Track users in the system



WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?



BUDGET NAVIGATION MAP

The Budget Navigation 

Map replaces your Excel 

templates and is 

customized for each user 

with the unique accounts 

and functions appropriate 

to their department.



User Centered Design

Guided Approach

Flexibility and Control



BUDGET METHODS
EXPENSES AND REVENUE

Various budget methods are available 

to provide flexibility.

The user can choose the best method for 

determining the correct annual expense 

or revenue amount for each account, and 

document their assumptions.



EXPENSES & REVENUE:
$, %, HEADCOUNT

3 Simple Methods:

▪ Annual Amount

▪ Percent Increase - over 

any historical data set

▪ Headcount – based on 

the # of headcount in 

that department

Version Watchbox

provides real-time version 

comparisons



EXPENSES & REVENUE: 
LINE ITEM DETAIL

Jon Q. Club encouraged the 

use of details, instead of just 

the typical % increase. 

In the 2nd year, “people began 

to learn that by putting in the 

details, it was less likely that 

their budget was going to get 

cut. So it’s building the 

momentum within the college for 

people to understand that the 

more detail they provide, the 

more secure their budget 

becomes. “



EXPENSES & REVENUE: DRIVERS

A driver is defined 

by Finance as a 

control measure –

so you can be 

assured that the 

right values are 

being used 

consistently across 

the organization.



CALCULATED ACCOUNTS

Finance controls and 

determines the formulas 

for certain accounts, such 

as benefits or allocations.

Budget managers see the 

numbers, but cannot 

change them.



MONTHLY SPREADING

Monthly Spreading is 

typically automatic.

Discretionary accounts –

spreading uses historic-

based data

Non-discretionary accounts 

– spreading is automatic 

and cannot be changed by 

the user



STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

Specific Initiative assigned by Finance & shared across multiple departments

Specific initiative requested by the Marketing department

An ActionPak is an optional method for a user 

to budget for a strategic initiative, 

departmental project, or program where the 

dollars are in addition to their ‘general 

budget.’
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STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
ACTIONPAKS

Flexible budgeting and 

justification for the unique 

accounts assigned to that 

initiative.

Reminder of amounts used 

by those accounts in the 

‘general’ budget.

Summary of total costs of 

the initiative.



HEADCOUNT & SALARY

Headcount Planning including salary and benefits typically 

makes up 50-80% of your budget. 

But it isn’t easy because there are a lot of components to the 

process, security needs to be tight, and each institution needs to 

have their own rules and their own approach. 



HEADCOUNT, SALARY & BENEFITS

Headcount options are configured  for each institution.

Guided analysis walks the budget manager through all the steps. 

All data is automatically calculated, summarized and spread properly 

across the months.
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WORKFLOW STATUS

Shows where 

everyone is in the 

process: not started, 

started, completed, 

signed-off, 

approved.

Can revoke budgets 

with commentary.

One version of the  

truth.



REPORTING

Self-service reporting takes the complicated 

out of the budgeting process – so everyone 

users can run reports at any time to see a 

real-time view of the data and the rationale 

behind the data.  

No more manually collecting, aggregating 

or linking multiple spreadsheets just to 

produce one report.



REPORTING



INTEGRATION WITH EXCEL

BudgetPak includes a 

live link between Excel 

and your data. 

Used for custom reports, 

quick data analysis, 

pivot tables with all the 

power of Excel.



FORECASTING & PROJECTIONS

Forecasting provides Finance with 

ongoing insights into all the 

numbers & performance against 

plan throughout the year.

You can stay on strategy and 

make course corrections as 

necessary.
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FORECASTING

2 Types of Forecasts:

▪ Account-level Forecast –

when data at the account 

level are sufficient

▪ Detailed Forecast – used 

when there are many 

changes throughout the year 

and details below the 

account level -- employees, 

assets, and line item detail --

are critical
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PROJECTIONS

Create and collaborate on high-

level, multi-year plans that 

combine historical and future 

data.

Project using actual amounts, % 

increase, or predictive analytics to 

automatically compute trends.


